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A lambda expression in Java 8 has no explicit type. The type is determined by the compiler from the context in which the expression appears. This means that one lambda expression can have different types in different contexts.

```java
Callable<String> c = () -> "done";
PrivilegedAction<String> a = () -> "done";
```

In the first context for the lambda expression the type `Callable<String>` is determined, while in the second context `PrivilegedAction<String>` is determined.

The determined types are called `target types`. Not all determined target types are correct. The determined target type is correct if the lambda expression is compatible with it [Goe13]. As there are many callback interfaces in the existing Java libraries this approach is very convenient as it avoids writing uncomfortable anonymous inner classes.

But in this approach it is very difficult to use subtypes of functional interfaces. Furthermore the direct evaluation of lambda expressions is very inconvenient. We considered both in [Plü14]. Therefore we introduce a set of special interfaces `Fun* N`, where the subtyping property is changed in comparison to Java. The special interfaces `Fun* N` correspond to functions types in Scala [Ode14].
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